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Abstract

High voltage direct current (HVDC) power cables are usually
exposed to high value of stresses from lightning impulses and switching
surges (over voltages) at working under load and no load. In this research
used a detail analysis for stresses behavior in the insulation of cable at
over voltages and at both modes (load & no load). It also shows the effect
of such over voltages (lightning impulse & switching surges) on space
charge accumulation in the insulation of the cables at load and no load.
The investigated cable is of rated voltage 33Kv insulated by cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE).Electrical field and space charge accumulation are
carried out theoretically by the aids of computer programs. The results
give an indication of the maximum stresses occurs in the cables insulation
at over voltages for both modes (load and no load), and also give an
induction of the space charge accumulation at over voltage and at load
and no load. The results show that maximum stress occurred by lightning
impulse is found much higher than that of switching operation for load
and no load but the switching surge has longer period. Also the results
show that the space charges accumulation at lightning impulse are more
than at switching surges for both modes (load & on load). Both main
results (Electrical stresses and space charge accumulation) are found
depends on the polarity of the over voltages.

Keywords: HVDC stress distribution at load, XLPE HVDC at load & no
load
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Introduction:

High voltage cables are considered the most important equipments
in the underground power DC transmission systems, especially in our
modern life, because the largely and rapidly development in each part of
cables. The main properties which are effected on cables behavior are:
voltage and current, because any changing in supplied voltage would
change the electrical stresses which are exposed on the insulation of
cables.[1]
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A power cable used for DC transmission has no capacitive leakage
currents, and the power transmission is limited by the conductor losses
only [2]. How much the cable insulation can withstand in AC operation is
normally limited by the maximum voltage stress in service and at
impulses over voltages. For DC cables a stress of three to five times that
for an AC cable may be used . In AC cables the stress created by the
electrical field is distributed in inverse proportion to the capacitance of
the cable dielectric. This always gives the highest stresses close to the
conductor and the lowest stresses close to the sheath [3]. But in Dc cable
the stress distribution is investigated as a function of dielectric
conductivity or resistively, which varies with temperature and stress[3].
Voltage distribution is determined by insulation resistance and space
charge and is dependent on temperature [4]. In a cold cable the voltage
distribution is the same as in AC cables, the highest stresses near the
conductor and the lowest stresses near the sheath, but at high conductor
to sheath temperature gradient the stress may become highest at the
sheath and lowest at conductor as shown in figure(1)[2,3]. Cables are
subjected to over voltages from lightning impulse as well as the over
voltages from switching operation of the power transmission system.
High voltage cables in underground power systems usually tested with
lightning impulses according to the applicable (IEC) standard to proof it's
capability against lightning over voltage [5].
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Figure (1) Stress distribution at rated voltage for warm & cold cables

Theoretical Approach:

The investigation is based on previous work[7], studied the effect of
stress distribution and space charge accumulation for HVDC cables at
rated voltage only and derived the main formula of stress distribution and
space charge accumulation, but it neglected the effectiveness of lightning
impulse and switching surges. Both over voltages are deeply influenced
on stress distribution and space charge accumulation. The theoretical
formula of stress distribution at rated voltage is shown by the given
equation[6]:
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And the theoretical formula of space charge accumulation at rated
voltage is shown with the given equation[7]:
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bE = Stress distribution. aS = Space charge accumulation.

 = relative permittivity 0 = Air permittivity.

V = Rated voltage. R = the distance between the conductor and
the sheath.

cr = conductor radius sr = sheath radius.

 = temperature coefficient.  = stress coefficient.

 =change of temperature c =conductor temperature

All above equations were at rated voltage, for adding the
effectiveness of over voltages, it has been chosen a single stage impulse
generator as shown in figure(2)[8], for producing lightning impulse and
switching surges, usually  used equation(8)[8,9].
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Figure (2) Single stage impulse generator

The waveform of the lightning impulse is shown in figure(3)[9].
The typical lightning impulse produced by equation (8) has two parts, the
first is the front of waveform, it could be controlled by the expression
(exp(-t/(R2*C1)), and the second is the tail of waveform, it also could be
controlled by the expression (exp(-t/(R1*C2)). By controlling the front
and the tail of the lightning impulse waveform it could achieve
characteristics of the lightning impulse and switching surges.

Figure (3)

Lightning impulse waveform
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The simulation involve used of lightning impulses of 1.2/50 μs
(front/tail) and at peak values of 20 limits that of working voltages and at
both positive and negative impulses. For switching operation, the
waveforms of the surges is at peak value of 4 times that of working
voltage and at longer front and tail voltage 20/30 μs, this value is
computed by varying the values of the impulse generator parameter
(R1,R2,C1,C2).

The new values of working voltage ( newVP ) at exposed cables to
positive impulse lightning ( impV ) and positive switching surges ( SWV ) are
represented by equation (9) and equation (10), respectively. Similarly to
the positive, the new value of working voltage ( newVN ) at exposed cables
to negative lightning impulse ( impV ) and negative switching surges ( SWV

) are represented by equation (11), and equation (12)  respectively.

impnew VVVP 

SWnew VVVPS 

impnew VVVN 

SWnew VVVNS 

And the electrical stresses and space charge accumulation after
exposed cables to lightning impulse are computed from equation (13) and
equation (14), respectively.

impbnew EEE 

impaanewa SSS 

newE = New electrical stresses after exposed cables to lightning impulse.

impE = Electrical stresses at lightning impulse.

……… (13)
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newaS = New space charge accumulation after exposed cables to lightning
impulse

impaS =Space charge accumulation at lightning impulse

Similar to lightning impulse equation, the equation of switching
surges is computed from the same generator which is shown in figure(2),
and same voltage waveform shown in figure(3), but with different peak
value, front, and tail time duration. So that the electrical stresses and
switching surges are produced from switching surges are computed from
equation (15) and equation (16), respectively.

SWbnew EEES 

SWaanewSa SSS 

newES = New electrical stresses after exposed cables to switching surges.

SWE = Electrical stresses at switching surges.

newSaS = New space charge accumulation after exposed cables to switching
surges

SWaS = Space charge accumulation at switching surges

The simulation of lightning impulse and switching surges is done
at two modes load and no load. First mode is done when the cable is
warm, according to the previous works which is mention above, and used
values of Cc

80 and C15 . And the second mode is done when the
cable is cold according reference three [3].

Designed Program:

The theoretical analysis is simulated by designing a computer
program. The program used data of high voltage direct current power
cables of rated 33Kv. The simulation is done for many modes: the first

……… (15)

……… (16)



mode is at rated voltage at load and no load, the second mode is at
positive lightning impulse at load and at no load, the third mode is at
negative lightning impulse also at load and no load, the fourth mode is at
positive switching surges at load and no load, finally the fifth mode is at
negative switching surges at load and no load.

All carry out results from program were electrical stresses and
space charges accumulation for each mode. The designed computer
programs is given by its flow chart shown in figure(5).

Results and Discussion:

In present study has taken the effect of over voltages which are
subjected on HVDC power cables at two modes load and no load, these
voltages are contained of two main formulas, the first one is the lightning
impulse produced form lightning strokes and these are either, positive or
negative, and the second one is the switching surges and these also are
either, positive or negative..

Simulation of the positive and negative lightning impulse
waveform which are chosen and applied in the present study are given in
figure(6) which is shown electrical stresses with conductor radius at
positive and negative lightning impulse at no load, by similar method,
figure(7) is shown positive and negative lightning impulse at load. The
obtained results from the field sketching in figure(6) and figure(7) are
indicating that the electrical stresses are increased with a large ratio by
lightning impulse directly with applied voltage, at both modes (load and
no load). Figure(8) shown the electrical stresses at positive and negative
switching surges at no load. Similar, figure(9) also shown the electrical
stresses at positive and negative
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Figure (5) Flowchart of the designed program
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voltages
(b), (d), are the space charges accumulation for cases (a) and (c) at load

switching surges but at load. The last figures are indicating that the
electrical stresses are increased with small ratio with switching surges at
both two modes (load and no load), when it's comparison with the results
of lightning impulse which are shown in figure(6) and figure(7).

The obtained results are given in figure (10) which shown space
charge accumulation at positive and negative lightning impulse at no
load. Similar, figure (11) shown space charge accumulation at positive
and negative lightning impulse at load. Both results are indicating that
space charge accumulation are changed in small ratio with changed
applied voltage. But the results also indicated that space charges
accumulation are changed in large ratio with the mode of the cable (load
and no load), because the changed in the temperature of the cable.

In additional, figure(12) and figure(13) shown the relationship
between positive and negative switching surges with space charges
accumulation at no load and load respectively. And both last figures are
indicating that space charges accumulation are effected with the mode of
cable (load and no load), because the changed in temperature of the cable
at each mode.

The comparison between the results of electrical stresses and
spaces charges accumulation at lightning impulse, at load and no load,
with the results of electrical stresses and spaces charges accumulation at
switching surges, also at  load and no load, are indicated that the effected
of lightning impulse on electrical stresses of HVDC are more than the
effected of switching surges on the electrical stresses for the same
insulation of cable. And the values of space charge accumulation is
mainly depended on the temperature of the cable at imposed over
voltages on the insulation of the cable.

Finally all results are shown in the above figures contained two sketches,
the first one is the chosen over voltage (applied voltage) which is
imposed on the cable for two modes (positive or negative). And the
second one is the effected of the given imposed over voltages on the
either electrical stresses or space charges accumulation, at load and at no
load.



Conclusion:

Electrical stresses which are imposed on the insulation of the high
voltage direct current cables are mainly effected on cables behavior
because these stresses concentration are changed according to the types of
over voltages, which are either lightning impulses or switching surges at
positive and negative polarity, and also at load and no load, as shown in
the above results, the electrical stresses at lightning impulses may be
reached to the double or more than of the value at rated voltage, so that
this increasing in electrical stresses is effected deeply on insulation
behavior, but in case of switching surges this increasing is limited, so that
the effect of electrical stresses at switching surges is also limited.

The values of space charges accumulation are changed according
to the mode of cables (load or no load) because at each mode, the values
of temperature are changed in the  cable, as shown in the Theoretical
approach.
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